Medama Supershield Single Dilution Dispenser Installation Guide

For assistance, please contact
Medama Solutions
Renan Ruiz
718-492-7200 ext 17
renan@acejan.com
BEFORE YOU BEGIN
Read these instructions completely and carefully

NOTE TO INSTALLER
Keep these instructions for future use

Hardware List

---

**Single button dispenser unit with window label and black wall bracket**
Quantity 1
Item # SEKOSINGLE

---

**1 gallon wall rack (color may vary)**
Quantity 1
Item # TMS03133

---

**Y connector with 2 way shut off valves and rubber washers**
Quantity 1
Item # YCONNECTOR

---

**Single dilution gallon cap**
Quantity 1
Item # TMSSINGLECAP

---

**Diptube**

*NOTE: this item is shipped with each case of Supershield. Each case of Supershield includes 4 diptubes. Diptube is essential for dispenser to function properly and must not be discarded.*
Quantity 4 (with each case of chemical)
Item # TMSDIPTUBE
Bag of metering tips. NOTE: AQUA tip is pictured outside of the bag as the AQUA tip is the only tip needed. All others should be discarded.
Quantity 1
Item # TMS9900108092

Set of Screws with anchors and washers. NOTE: Some walls may need other appropriate anchors to properly secure to wall.
Quantity 1 (set of 3)

Clear suction hose.
Note: Hose should be cut to desired length once installation is complete
Quantity 1
Item # TMSCLEARHOSE

Discharge hose.
Note: Hose should be cut to desired length once installation is complete
Quantity 1
Item # TMSBLACKHOSE

Water inlet hose Male/Female
Quantity 1
TMSWATERHOSE
Instructions – *NOTE make sure the gallon rack is hung on the wall below the dispenser as pictured on page 1 of this document. If gallon is hung above the dispenser, chemical will not flow correctly.

Ceramic weight and filter
Please discard these items as they will not be needed.
Insert Aqua daily maintenance dilution tip completely into black barbed tip seat. Connect the suction hose completely over the black barbed tip seat. Hoses can be cut to desired length.

Using appropriate screws and anchors, secure gallon wall rack to the wall. Make sure gallon rack is hung below dispensing unit (as pictured on page 1 of this document) to ensure proper chemical flow.

Open gallon of Medama Supershield. Remove aluminum seal leaving entryway into gallon completely clear. Insert diptube into gallon of supershield ensuring diptube is flush with top of gallon. Place singlecap on gallon and tighten with fingers.

Insert clear suction hose over port on single cap. Turn water source to on position, dispenser is now ready for use.